
I. Dining tables II. Corner benches

III. Coffee tables      IV. Benches      V. Benches with a back

Oiled or Blonde Oiled Oak White Oiled Oak Raucher Oiled Oak (smoked)

Oiled & Waxed Core Beech Oiled American Walnut

Open knots & cracks Light brown Dark brown - K143

Black - K9005 Transparent Zinguss

FARGO range info sheet

CURVED OR STRAIGHT EDGES ARE AVAILABLEFargo range includes the following products:

Fargo range from Qualita is made for those who can appreciate a design inspired by nature and coupled with modern, if not 
industrial, details. The wood used for Fargo products follows organic tree lines with top edges left natural, simply stripped off the 
bark. Real knots & cracks are either left open or filled with a number of coloured fillers that add to and highlight the versatility of 
the natural timber. An extensive choice of metal legs provide the contemporary touch and make the product feel at home in 
pretty much any environment. 

Products are offered in Oak, Core Beech and American Walnut in different finishes:

For those who don't like open knots & cracks, a variety of filler alternatives is available:

*A set of wood samples is a part of the POS 
material provided with a display order



1. Stainless steel 2. Anthracite 3. Industrial steel
Smoothly polished Black painted Lacquered | Features natural steel texture & visible welding

Grain direction on the leaf follows that on the table (curved edges) Grain direction on the leaf is perpendicular to the table top (straight edges)

WOODEN LEGS are offered in 3 different shapes (E, F, G) - each available in 3 woods

For	your	convenience,	DINING	TABLE	LEGS	can	be	fixed	at	3	different	positions	(except	for	the	leg	E)

EXTENSION LEAVES (L60 cm) are optional for any of the tables

METAL LEGS are offered in 4 different shapes (A, B, C, D) - each available in 3 finishes

A B C D
U - shape leg 4x10 cm U - shape leg 3x6 cm M - shape leg 3x6 cm Full leg

A 1 B 1 C 1 D 1 E

A 2 B 2 C 2 D 2 F

A 3 B 3 C 3 D 3 G

F

U - shape 
leg 4x10 
cm

G

Trapeze 
leg 4x10 
cm

E

Full 
wooden 
leg

WOODEN LEGSMETAL LEGS

STAINLESS 
STEEL

(Polished)

1

ANTHRACITE
(Black painted)

2

INDUSTRIAL 
STEEL

(Lacquered)

3


